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Fahrenheit and Celsius Temperature Scales

Graphic Source: USA TODAY

Converting between the different temperature scales
Use the scale shown above to convert between temperature in Fahrenheit and Celsius. A more exact
formula is given for those of you with a need for greater precision. A conversion table is provided for
typical weather temperature range. The Medical College of Wisconsin, Milwaukee provides a form to
convert Celsius to Fahrenheit and vice versa. Another conversion form is provided by the University of
Southampton.

What's the difference between the Fahrenheit and Celsius
temperature scales?
Before we discuss the difference between the two temperature scales, let's focus on the similarities. Both
scales are based on the freezing conditions of water, a very common and available liquid. Since water
freezes and boils at temperatures that are rather easy to generate (even before modern refrigeration), it is
the most likely substance on which to base a temperature scale.
On the Fahrenheit scale, the freezing point of water is 32 degrees and the boiling point is 212 degrees.
Zero Fahrenheit was the coldest temperature that the German-born scientist Gabriel Daniel Fahrenheit
could create with a mixture of ice and ordinary salt. He invented the mercury thermometer and
introduced it and his scale in 1714 in Holland, where he lived most of his life.
Anders Celsius, a Swedish astronomer, introduced his scale is 1742. For it, he used the freezing point of
water as zero and the boiling point as 100. For a long time, the Celsius scale was called "centigrade."
The Greek prefix "centi" means one-hundredth and each degree Celsius is one-hundredth of the way
between the temperatures of freezing and boiling for water. The Celsius temperature scale is part of the
"metric system" of measurement (SI) and is used throughout the world, though not yet embraced by the
American public.
Scientists use a third scale, called the "absolute" or Kelvin scale. This scale was invented by William
Thomson, Lord Kelvin, a British scientist who made important discoveries about heat in the 1800's.
Scientists have determined that the coldest it can get (theoretically) is minus 273.15 degrees Celsius.
This temperature has never actually been reached, though scientists have come close. The value, minus
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273.15 degrees Celsius, is called "absolute zero". At this temperature scientists believe that molecular
motion would stop. You can't get any colder than that. The Kelvin scale uses this number as zero. To get
other temperatures in the Kelvin scale, you add 273 degrees to the Celsius temperature.
Maybe you could record your weather data in all three temperature scales for a few days. Imagine that
it's going to be 59 degrees Fahrenheit. That's the same as 15 degrees Celsius. Add 273 to 15 and you get
a Kelvin temperature of 288 degrees.
Scientists use the Kelvin scale because some of the math they do to figure out weather doesn't work if
they use minus numbers for temperatures. This explains why in scientific temperatures you'll see
references to temperatures on Earth in the 300-degree range.

To convert Fahrenheit temperatures into Celsius:
z
z
z

Begin by subtracting 32 from the Fahrenheit number.
Divide the answer by 9.
Then multiply that answer by 5.

Here's an example: Change 95 degrees Fahrenheit to Celsius: 95 minus 32 is 63. Then, 63 divided by 9
is 7. Finally, 7 times 5 is 35 degrees Celsius. Time to go to the beach!

To convert Celsius temperatures into Fahrenheit:
z
z
z

Begin by multiplying the Celsius temperature by 9.
Divide the answer by 5.
Now add 32.

Here's an example: Change 20 degrees Celsius to Fahrenheit: 20 times 9 is 180. Then 180 divided by 5
is 36. Finally, 36 plus 32 is 68 degrees Fahrenheit. That would be a pretty comfortable outside
temperature for taking a walk!!

Using an Algebraic Formula:
For the mathematically daring, here is the algebraic formula used for conversion from Fahrenheit to
Celsius:
Tc=(5/9)*(Tf-32)
Tc=temperature in degrees Celsius Tf=temperature in degrees Fahrenheit
* means multiply
Now, to convert from Celsius to Fahrenheit,:
Tf=(9/5)*Tc+32
Tc=temperature in degrees Celsius Tf=temperature in degrees Fahrenheit
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